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This white paper presents a description of the Vereos digital PET/CT system
and the results of PET performance measurements made on the Vereos digital
PET/CT research system installed at The Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio,
USA, and on several pre-production systems built and tested at Philips Advanced
Molecular Imaging Research and Development.

The Vereos digital PET/CT system is a digital photoncounting PET scanner combined with a 64- or 128-channel
CT system. The CT component, based on the Ingenuity CT,
is a helical system with 40 mm axial coverage, iDose4 for
noise reduction, and O-MAR (optional) for metal artifact
reduction. The PET detector ring consists of 18 detector
modules, each containing a 40×32 array of 4×4×19 mm3
LYSO crystals individually coupled to digital photon counters.
The ring has a diameter of 764 mm and 164 mm axial length.
Each LYSO crystal is coupled to a digital photon counter.
Each digital photon counter (DPC) contains an array of
3,200 single photon avalanche diodes (cells) coupled
to a digital readout. Detecting and counting breakdowns
of the individual cells produces a binary count of the

number of scintillation photons arriving at the DPC
without need for any analog amplification or processing.1-3
The counters are mounted on tiles containing 8×8 arrays
that integrate 64 DPCs and their associated digital
processing and calibration electronics. When a DPC photon
count exceeds a defined trigger threshold, a time stamp
is saved and a validation time is started. Setting a low
trigger threshold so that the trigger comes from the earliest
scintillation photons provides better timing resolution.
If the photon count at the validation time exceeds a
validation threshold, an integration period is started.
The total count is read out after the integration period
and the DPC is reset. Each DPC is individually calibrated
to mask off the noisiest cells to reduce the time spent
processing dark counts.

The digital PET system
The Vereos Digital PET/CT is a high-performance PET/CT
system made possible through a number of advances,
including proprietary digital photon counting (DPC),
1:1 coupling between each scintillator element and DPC
detector element, and fast Time-of-Flight (TOF) technology.
The Philips DPC technology was developed to overcome
the limitations of conventional photomultiplier technology.
DPC, in combination with 1:1 coupling and enhanced TOF
allows the Vereos system to offer approximately double
the volumetric resolution, sensitivity gain, and accuracy
of a comparable analog system.* Key advances that
contribute to the high level of performance of Vereos digital
PET/CT include digital photon counting, the detector tile
design, 1:1 coupling, an entirely digital acquisition chain,
low dead time, system stability across count rate changes,
high timing resolution and TOF technology, resolution
recovery, enhanced reconstruction and calibration
algorithms, and high speed processing on GPUs.

The Digital Photon Counter
The core of the digital PET system is the digital photon
counter. This technology was developed in order to
overcome the limitations of conventional photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs). PMTs are widely used and have been the
foundation of PET imaging. However, PMT design has
reached its limits in counting performance due to the
relatively large size of the device and the timing resolution.
Analog solid state detectors such as avalanche photodiodes
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(APDs) have been used in PET systems for many years, but
although they have a higher sensitivity than PMTs, APDs
offer lower internal gain and no TOF capability. Detectors
using analog silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) consisting of
single photon avalanche diodes (SPAD) arrays have also
been investigated. While SPADs are capable of detecting
single photons through avalanche diode breakdowns, when
used in analog SiPMs the signals generated by multiple
photon detections are combined into an analog signal that
requires additional processing to produce photon count and
timing information,4 shown schematically in Figure 1. Analog
noise is intrinsically mixed with the signal as it propagates
along the data chain.
In contrast to analog SiPMs, digital photon counting
functions by detecting and counting the breakdown of
individual SPADs on the DPC. Optical photons produced
by scintillation are counted directly, yielding a pure binary
signal. The counting is implemented directly on the
DPC chip, without need for amplification or subsequent
analog-to-digital processing of the signal, minimizing
signal noise. In the Philips DPC, conventional CMOS
(complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) process
technology is used to combine SPADs and low-voltage
CMOS logic on the same silicon device (Figure 2). With both
the sensor and the data processing on a single silicon chip,
photon counting at ultra-low light levels (down to single
photons) is fast, accurate, and fully scalable.
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Figure 1 Processing of the analog signal in conventional
analog SiPMs. Reproduced from Reference 4.
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Figure 2 Digital in/digital out photon counting in the DPC.
Reproduced from Reference 4.
* GEMINI TF 16
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In practice, DPC measurements are made as follows. During
a scan, 511 keV photons are converted to scintillation light
in the detector crystal. When the first scintillation photon
reaches a sensor, the integrated on-chip photon counter
increments from 0 to 1, and the integrated timer measures
the arrival time. When the second and third scintillation
photons are detected by the sensors, the photon counter
increments to 2 and 3 respectively (Figure 3). Data acquisition
is initiated by a trigger signal, generated when the number
of scintillation photons detected in a DPC exceeds the
configured trigger threshold. The trigger starts a summing
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period and records a timestamp. The photon counter and time
are read out at the end of the summing period.
The DPC technology used in the Vereos system takes the form
of highly integrated arrays, or tiles, that contain more than
200,000 SPAD cells. Each tile consists of 16 independent die
sensors, arranged in a 4 x 4 matrix. Each die sensor consists
of four DPC “pixels,” arranged in a 2 x 2 matrix. Each pixel has
a photon counter and 3,200 cells. Each die contains a pair of
time-to-digital converters, which generate a single timestamp
for registered photon detection events.
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Figure 3 Digital photon counting in practice, showing the arrival and detection of individual photons,
and timing measurements.
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The generation of a trigger signal – when the number
of photons detected in a pixel becomes higher than the
configured threshold – prompts a timestamp to be saved,
and begins a validation process to detect a user-configured
number of further photons within a certain time. If this
validation threshold is exceeded, there is a subsequent
integration period before a readout process sends data
(four photon count values – one per pixel on the die – and
one timestamp per event) to a readout buffer. After readout,
the cells are recharged so that the die is ready for further
data acquisition. Cells are recharged immediately if the
original event is not validated. Figure 4 shows the full data
acquisition sequence and the timings involved.
The design of the DPC allows every cell to be individually
activated or inactivated. This means that background noise
– the dark count rate – can be measured and managed
effectively for each individual counter. By switching on
and off each individual cell, in a fully dark environment, a
map of dark counts can be produced automatically by the
system. The overall dark count rate is greatly reduced by
switching off the noisiest cells.5
The DPC technology is inherently much less sensitive to gain
variations than conventional analog SiPMs, which require
recalibration of bias voltage for temperature changes.6,7
In analog SiPMs, the temperature dependence of the
ionization coefficients and holes in silicon leads to a
temperature-dependent drift in each sensor’s breakdown
voltage and a change in gain that usually requires active
compensation (the gain is the over-voltage times cell
capacitance). With DPC technology, any shift in breakdown
voltage must exceed the threshold voltage of the CMOS
inverter before the count rate is affected since the logic gate
just looks for voltage above or below the CMOS threshold,
not the amount of charge. This results in stable performance,
so active compensation for temperature effects is not
needed. Simple environmental control suffices.
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Implications of digital photon counting
and 1:1 coupling
In the Vereos detectors, each scintillator crystal is coupled
to a single DPC. This 1:1 coupling allows for a much higher
count rate capability compared to analog systems*
with many:many coupling between scintillators and
photomultipliers. The 1:1 coupling also results in improved
spatial resolution. The final spatial resolution of a PET
image is the result of multiple factors, some related to
the annihilation events and interactions (such as non-colinearity of annihilation photons, and the positron range),
and others related to the detection system (such as the
scintillation crystal size and crystal identification, or
decoding).8 In a system with 1:1 coupling, the contribution
of the decoding is eliminated. A related improvement comes
from the elimination of distortions and edge effects in
the decoding. PMT-based detectors typically have worse
resolution directly underneath the tubes and at the edges
of the field of view. With 1:1 coupling, the crystal
identification is uniform across the entire detector,
resulting in a more uniform image.
This uniformity in resolution is one of the reasons why
activity concentration and standardized uptake values
(SUVs) can be measured more accurately and with better
image uniformity than in analog systems.* The improved
accuracy is further underlined by the highly stable nature
of digital PET electronics. With 1:1 coupling, the impact
of count rate on energy and timing resolution is greatly
reduced, providing highly stable performance across
a large range of rates.
Another important difference from PMT-base systems with
many:many coupling between scintillators and detectors
is that the combination of 1:1 coupling and the on-board
processing built into the tiles allows each detector/crystal
to be individually calibrated. Detector-level efficiency,
timing, and dark count calibrations are managed for each
detector on each tile.
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Figure 4 The data acquisition sequence within each die in a DPC tile.

* GEMINI TF 16 and Ingenuity TF
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Energy and timing resolution were measured using built-in
PET daily QC procedures using a small, low-activity 22Na
source centered in the PET detector field of view (FOV).
The daily QC process automatically checks hardware
sensors for PET voltages, currents and temperatures, and
then performs a short acquisition of PET coincidence
events, typically acquiring about 200 million counts.
Energy and timing resolution are automatically calculated
from event histograms. Energy histograms with 4 keV
bins are used to calculate the energy centroid and width
(FWHM). TOF resolution (FWHM) was calculated with a
timing histogram with 19.6 ps wide bins. Since the daily QC
source is at the center of the FOV, the actual TOF between
opposing detector crystals is zero. This results in a timing
histogram centered on zero with a width equal to the
system TOF resolution. Daily QC results from the research
system installed at The Ohio State University, built with a
preproduction version of the DPC tiles, were accumulated
using the same 22Na source from October, 2014, through
November, 2015. This allowed us to use the daily QC count
rate as a measure of relative system stability by decay
correcting for the 2.6 year 22Na half-life and normalizing
to the count rate at the first time point. TOF resolution,
energy resolution and relative count rate are plotted vs time
in Figure 5. The slight changes in TOF resolution and relative
count rate midway through the time period occurred when
the system was recalibrated after half a year in service.
Mean and standard deviations before and after the
planned maintenance are reported in Table 1.
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PET performance was evaluated with measurements
of energy resolution, TOF resolution, and the NEMA NU
2-2012,9 including spatial resolution, sensitivity, count rate,
scatter and image quality. Phantoms and fixtures for system
daily QC and from the Philips PET NEMA kit were used for
these measurements. Automated analysis was performed
using the daily QC procedures and the Philips PET NEMA
analysis software available with the system. Measurements
were made on multiple systems, including the Vereos
digital PET/CT research system installed at The Ohio
State University in Columbus, Ohio, USA, and on several
preproduction systems built and tested at Philips Advanced
Molecular Imaging Research and Development.
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Figure 5 Stability over a one-year period demonstrated
with daily QC results: top) TOF resolution; middle) energy
resolution; bottom) relative count rate normalized to first
time point. Each vertical scale was chosen to show
a ± 10% range.

TOF resolution (ps)
Energy resolution (%)
Relative count rate

First
half-year

Second
half-year

324.9 (1.8)

318.6 (0.7)

11.3 (0.4)

10.9 (0.3)

0.997 (0.004)

1.005 (0.004)

Table 1 Summary of daily QC results measured from
October 2014 to November 2015. Results are reported
as mean (standard deviation) for the first half-year period
(176 measurements) and the second half-year period
(117 measurements).
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Spatial resolution
capillaries parallel to the scanner axis for transverse spatial
resolution measurements and perpendicular to the scanner
axis for axial spatial resolution measurements. Images were
reconstructed from list-mode data sets using a 3D Fourier
reprojection algorithm (3D-FRP)10 and an unapodized
filter.11 Spatial resolution values (full width at half-maximum
and tenth-maximum, FWHM and FWTM) were calculated
from image profiles through the peak of the source
distributions using the procedures outlined in NEMA NU
2-2012. Results are presented in Table 2 and Table 3.

Spatial resolution was measured as described in NEMA NU
2-2012 using glass capillaries containing a small quantity
of concentrated 18F at different locations in the PET FOV.
The length of the activity in the capillaries (representing
a point source) was 2-5 mm. The inside diameter of the
capillaries was less than 1 mm. The sources were placed at
the ten locations described in NU 2-2012: transverse (x,y)
positions (0,1), (0,10), (0,20), (10,0) and (20,0) cm; and axial
positions at the center of the axial FOV and three-eighths
of the axial FOV length from the center. List-mode PET
acquisitions of 10 million events were acquired with the

Transverse
Central

Tangential
10 cm

Radial
20 cm

10 cm

20 cm

FWHM

FWTM

FWHM

FWTM

FWHM

FWTM

FWHM

FWTM

FWHM

FWTM

Mean (mm)

3.99

8.29

4.36

8.79

4.95

10.38

4.64

8.97

5.77

10.26

Standard deviation (mm)

0.10

0.07

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.15

0.03

0.10

0.03

0.03

Table 2 Transverse spatial resolution results from measurements made on two engineering systems.
Results were calculated as the mean and standard deviation of four sets of measurements.

Central

10 cm

20 cm

FWHM

FWTM

FWHM

FWTM

FWHM

FWTM

Mean (mm)

3.99

8.41

4.39

8.74

4.67

9.28

Standard deviation (mm)

0.05

0.04

0.05

0.09

0.02

0.05

Table 3 Axial spatial resolution results from measurements made on two engineering systems.
Results were calculated as the mean and standard deviation of three sets of measurements.
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Sensitivity
The NEMA NU 2 PET sensitivity was measured using a
700 mm long line source (2 mm ID) containing 2-7 MBq.
Measurements were made with the line source along the
scanner axis, and with the source offset vertically by 10 cm.
List-mode data was acquired at each location while varying
the attenuation with a series of five concentric aluminum
sleeves. The list data was sorted into sinograms and
corrected for randoms. The count rate per source activity
was extracted from the sinograms, decay corrected to a

common time, and extrapolated to a zero attenuation
value, as per NEMA NU 2-2012. TOF effective sensitivity
was calculated as the product of NEMA sensitivity and
the TOF gain, G = 2D/(c∆t), where D (= 20 cm) is the
diameter of the object, c is the speed of light and ∆t is
the TOF resolution.12
Sensitivity results are presented in Table 4. Sensitivity
profiles are plotted in Figure 6.

Location

Sensitivity
(cps/kBq)

TOF effective sensitivity
(cps/kBq)

0 cm

5.39 (0.31)

22.1 (1.3)

10 cm

5.41 (0.27)

22.2 (1.1)

OSU system 0 cm
OSU system 10 cm
Eng system 0 cm
Eng system 10 cm

0.12

0.08

0.04

Trues
Randoms
Scatter

800

Count rate (kcps)

Sensitivty per slice (cps/kBq)

Table 4 Sensitivity results from three engineering systems and the investigational
system at OSU. TOF gain for a D = 20 cm object was 4.10 using 325 ps TOF resolution.
Results were calculated as the mean (standard deviation) of nine measurements.
Due to positioning tolerances and noise, the slight increase in sensitivity at 0 cm
is not observed in these results.
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Figure 6 Sensitivity profiles measured on an engineering
system and the investigational system at OSU.
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Figure 7 Plot of true, random and scatter count rates vs
activity concentration. Results from seven measurements
are shown.
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Scatter and count rate performance
Scatter fraction, true coincidence count rate, random count
rate and noise-equivalent count rate (NECR) were measured
with the NEMA NU 2 test phantom: a 700 mm long by 200 mm
diameter polyethylene cylinder with a plastic tube running
through it 45 mm off-axis. The central 700 mm of the
tube was filled with 1.5-2 GBq of 18F. List-mode data were

acquired in 30 frames while the source decayed for
8.7 half-lives. Events from each frame were binned
into sinograms, and count rates and scatter fraction
were determined as defined in NEMA NU 2-2012.
TOF effective NECR was calculated as the product
of NECR and the TOF gain.

Scatter
fraction
(%)

Peak true
count
rate
(kcps)

Peak noise
equivalent count
rate, NECR(1r)
(kcps)

Peak TOF
effective
NEC rate
(kcps)

Activity
concentration
at peak NECR(1r)
(kBq/mL)

Maximum relative count
rate error max |∆r|
for concentrations up
to location of peak
NECR(1r) (%)

Mean

31.6

≥ 625

157.6

646.0

52.8

6.3

Standard deviation

0.3

N/A

2.2

9.2

3.4

0.4

Table 5 Count loss results from three engineering systems. Values were calculated as the mean and standard deviation
of six measurements. TOF gain for a D = 20 cm object was 4.10 using 325 ps TOF resolution. Results were calculated
as the mean (standard deviation) of five measurements. Typical measurements do not reach the peak true count rate,
so it is reported as a lower limit.
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Figure 8 Plot of noise equivalent count rate vs
concentration. Results from seven measurements are shown.
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Figure 9 Plot of scatter fraction vs concentration.
Results from seven measurements are shown.
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Image quality
Image quality was assessed by acquiring images of the
NEMA/IEC body phantom with hot and cold spheres.
The hot spheres were filled with four times the background
activity concentration of 5.3 kBq/mL. Hot sphere contrast,
QH, cold sphere contrast, QC , and background variability,
N, were calculated as defined in the NEMA NU 2 standard.
The 2012 revision of NU 2 reduced the acquisition duration
for this measurement to about half the duration in the 2007
standard. This reduces the number of counts acquired, and

therefore increases the background variability. To make this
change in the standard explicit, scans were acquired with
both the NU 2-2012 and NU 2-2007 durations. Results were
also calculated from images reconstructed with and without
resolution recovery. The results, presented in Table 6 and
plotted in Figure 11, show that resolution recovery increases
contrast at the cost of also increasing noise. A representative
image showing the hot and cold spheres is shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 10 Representative image from NEMA NU 2-2012
image quality scans on an engineering system.
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Hot and cold sphere contrast [%] mean (min/max)
Duration

NU 2-2012

NU 2-2007

NU 2-2012

NU 2-2007

Off

On

Off

On

Off

On

Off

On

10 mm

30.8
(29.1/33.6)

38.5
(34.0/42.9)

33.1
(30.9/37.0)

40.6
(34.9/47.2)

7.2
(6.9/7.4)

8.4
(8.1/ 8.7)

5.8
(5.6/6.2)

6.8
(6.3/7.4)

13 mm

48.3
(45.6/49.8)

61.3
(57.9/63.3)

45.1
(42.5/48.2)

56.5
(54.2/58.8)

6.1
(6.0/6.2)

7.1
(7.1/7.2)

4.7
(4.5/5.1)

5.6
(5.2/6.0)

17 mm

54.1
(50.4/57.1)

65.9
(61.1/69.5)

52.9
(52.2/53.4)

64.1
(63.0/64.7)

5.0
(4.7/5.3)

5.9
(5.6/6.3)

3.7
(3.4/3.9)

4.3
(4.0/4.5)

22 mm

59.4
(58.8/60.3)

68.5
(67.8/69.5)

59.9
(58.1/61.3)

69.2
(67.0/71.0)

4.0
(3.5/4.5)

4.6
(4.1/5.3)

2.8
(2.6/3.0)

3.3
(3.2/3.5)

28 mm

79.6
(77.9/81.5)

83.4
(81.0/85.7)

79.9
(79.0/81.0)

83.9
(82.3/85.4)

3.1
(2.8/3.6)

3.5
(3.1/4.1)

2.4
(2.3/2.5)

2.7
(2.6/2.8)

37 mm

83.5
(82.7/84.3)

86.4
(86.0/87.2)

83.1
(82.6/84.0)

86.4
(85.6/87.3)

2.5
(2.3/2.7)

2.8
(2.6/3.0)

2.0
(1.9/2.1)

2.1
(1.9/2.2)

Table 6 Comparison of hot sphere contrast, cold sphere contrast and background variability results obtained with and
without resolution recover, and with NEMA NU 2-2012 durations (3 minutes, approximately 30 million counts) and NEMA
NU 2-2007 durations (approximately 60 million counts). Results are reported as mean, minimum, and maximum values
of three measurements.
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Figure 11 Plots of contrast (left) and background variability (right) results obtained with and without resolution recover,
and with NEMA NU 2-2012 durations (3 minutes, approximately 30 million counts). Points are plotted at the mean.
The dashed lines represent the ranges from Table 6. Note that resolution recover increases both contrast and background
variability (noise). The default resolution recover settings are intentionally relatively mild. Higher contrast can be obtained,
but at the expense of also producing higher noise.
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Image uniformity
There are currently no industry-standard methods for
assessing PET image uniformity and quantitative accuracy.
The closest thing to an existing standard is this statement
from the IEC 61675-1 standard for testing PET systems:
“No test has been specified to characterize the uniformity
of reconstructed images, because all methods known so far
will mostly reflect the noise in the image”.13 However, user
groups have developed methods for evaluating uniformity
and accuracy: notably the American College of Radiology
Imaging Network (ACRIN) and the National Cancer Institute’s
Centers of Quantitative Imaging Excellence (NCI CQIE).
Both use measures of SUV accuracy for site qualification
and, where they overlap, have equivalent quantitative
criteria. We have adopted the NCI CQIE definitions14 as
a starting point towards consistent reporting of uniformity
and accuracy. CQIE assessment includes qualitative
review of image uniformity and noise characteristics and
quantitative review of accuracy of the SUV calibration
and the axial variation of average SUV. The Vereos digital
PET/CT system exceeds the CQIE and ACRIN criteria for
quantitative accuracy and uniformity.

Axial extent
Before describing the uniformity metrics, a comment about
axial extent is in order. To address the IEC 61675 observation
about noise, we have also adopted measures of noise
uniformity to complement image uniformity metrics.
Measuring noise can be confounded by two factors: the
increase in noise at the edge of the axial field of view due
to the shape of the sensitivity profile; and partial volume
effects at the edges of phantoms. To provide consistent
ways to exclude these types of edge effects, we define
two types of axial extent for use in calculating uniformity:
the central axial extent, and the useful axial extent.
The central axial extent includes image slices that are
within the central 40% of the axial coverage and further
than 12 mm from the ends of the phantom. The useful axial
extent includes slices that are farther than 12 mm from both
the ends of the scanner axial coverage and the ends of
the active portion of the phantom. These definitions can
be applied to images acquired with a single frame images
covering the PET detector FOV, for images with longer axial
coverage achieved with bed motion and for images acquired
using any of the phantoms described by CQIE.14 For our
purposes, uniformity measurements are made from images
of a 20 cm diameter, 30 cm long water phantom containing
a well-mixed 18F solution.

Uniformity metrics
Volume averaged SUV, Iva
Accuracy of image intensity is measured with the volume
averaged SUV, as defined by CQIE. Circular regions of
interest 16 cm diameter are drawn centered on each of the
Mu image slices in the useful axial extent, as illustrated in
Figure 12. The mean ROI value, xs, is calculated for each
slice. The volume averaged SUV is defined as Iva = ∑sxs /Mu.
Axial variation in image intensity, Va
The axial variation in image intensity is calculated as
Va =

max (xs ) – min (xs )
mean(xs )

with the maxima and minima are calculated over the Mu
slices in the useful axial extent.
Transverse integral uniformity, IUt
Uniformity in the transverse image planes is assessed
using the transverse integral uniformity, IUt. It is calculated
from ROI means xs,1...7 obtained from seven circular ROIs as
illustrated in Figure 12, drawn on each of the Mc slices in the
central 44 mm of the axial coverage. For each of the seven
ROIs (i = 1, …, 7), the average over the central 44 mm, y i, is
calculated. The range of these averages is used to determine
the transverse integral uniformity
IUt =

max (y i ) – min (y i )
max (y i ) + min (y i )

with the maxima and minima are calculated over the
seven ROIs.

Figure 12 Illustration showing the single 16 cm diameter
ROI (left) and the set of seven 6 cm diameter ROIs (right)
used for uniformity calculations.
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VN =

max (Ns ) – min (Ns )
N

Plots of Ns against slice location provide a visual
representation of axial variation of noise, and can facilitate
visual detection of abnormal noise-correlation patterns.
A full presentation of uniformity results is outside the
scope of this paper. A representative plot of mean activity
concentration, xs, is shown in Figure 13.
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Activity concentration (kBq/mL)

Mean noise and axial variation of noise
The “axial variation of noise,” VN, is defined to provide
a consistent method for evaluating the extent of noise
changes along the axial extent of an image. This metric
can be useful for evaluating the impact of non-uniform
axial sensitivity profiles such as those encountered with
less than 50% bed overlap between frames. The axial
variation of noise uses the same seven ROIs as transverse
integral uniformity. For each ROI in each of the MCAE
slices in the central axial extent, the pixel-wise standard
deviation, Si,s, is calculated. The noise for each ROI is
defined as Ni,s = si,s /x i,s.
The mean noise for each slice is calculated as Ns + ∑iNi,s /7.
The mean noise over all slices is defined as N = ∑sNs /MCAE.
Then axial variation of noise is defined as

10
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-200

-100
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Slice location (mm)

100
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Figure 13 Mean activity concentration plotted vs slice
location from a scan of the 30 cm long uniform cylinder
phantom. The image was acquired with the default exam
card for PET/CT body imaging.

TOF resolution stability
Timing resolution is an important system characteristic for
any modern PET system. Excellent TOF resolution is required
to provide the well-established benefits of TOF PET.15 Since
pulse pile up in the PET detector can affect TOF resolution,
it is important to demonstrate TOF resolution stability over
the range of count rates. The digital PET design intrinsically
minimizes pulse pile up by reducing detector cross talk with
1:1 crystal-to-DPC coupling and by providing a large number
of acquisition channels.

over 8 half-lives. The long 22Na half-life (2.6 y) left the
activity in the small source relatively constant as the 18F
decayed. Each event in the list data includes detector position
information, photon energy, and TOF. The list-mode data
was filtered to exclude events with lines of response passing
further than 3.6 cm from the location of the 22Na source in
the center of the FOV. TOF resolution measurements from
the filtered list files provided a measure of resolution stability
across a wide range of count rates.

Since there is not yet a standardized methodology for
assessing TOF resolution stability, two methods were chosen
from the literature: one with a “point” source,16 and another
with a line source.17 Since the first method uses the digital PET
daily QC source, the results are directly comparable to daily
QC results reported above. While the line-source method
is not directly comparable to the built-in daily QC results,
it allows direct comparison to published measurements made
on other systems. In the original publications, resolution
stability results were presented varying detector singles rate.
Singles rate is highly dependent on detector design and only
incidentally related to timing resolution stability. To simplify
comparisons among systems, singles rates have been
converted to net activity in the phantoms.

The second, line-source method is based on the results
reported by Jakoby et al.17 In this method, the point source
and two cylinder phantoms are replaced with a 40 cm long
line source positioned parallel to the scanner axis. The line
source was filled with a large amount of 18F (approximately
0.37 GBq) and multiple list-mode data acquisitions were
made as the 18F decayed. The list-mode data was filtered to
include only events with lines of response perpendicular to
the line source. Again, TOF resolution measurements from
the filtered list files provided a measure of resolution stability
across a wide range of count rates.
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Figure 14 TOF resolution measured with the point source
method plotted vs net 18F activity in the two cylindrical
phantoms. The data plotted with open diamonds is from
an analog PET system (Surti et al).
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Relative change in timing resolution

Timing resolution (ps FWHM)

The point source method is based on the work of Surti et al.18
This measurement used the small daily QC 22Na source placed
at the center of the scanner with cylindrical phantoms
(20 cm diameter by 30 cm long) placed axially on either
side. The cylinders were filled with a large amount of 18F
(approximately 0.7 GBq in each phantom) and multiple
list-mode data acquisitions were made as the 18F decayed

TOF resolution stability results from the point source method
are shown in Figure 14. There are three things to note in this
comparison between the digital and analog PET results.
First, the digital detector provides significantly improved
time of flight resolution. Second, the 1:1 coupling in the digital
system provides much better resolution stability. And finally,
the digital system count rate range is considerably larger.
A more direct comparison of resolution stability is possible
by calculating a relative change in TOF resolution. The relative
change is obtained by count rate value, as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15 Relative change in TOF resolution measured
with the point source method plotted vs net 18F activity
in the two cylindrical phantoms. The relative change
is calculated as the TOF resolution normalized to the
low-count-rate value. The data plotted with open
diamonds is from an analog PET system (Surti et al).
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The TOF effective sensitivity is show in Figure 16. It is the
product of NEMA NU 2 sensitivity and TOF gain for a 20 cm
object calculated using the TOF resolution measured with
the point source method.

The relative change in TOF resolution stability results from
the line source method are shown in Figure 17. This method
also illustrates the improved stability over that seen in analog
systems. Note also that the change with activity is less than
seen with the point source method. This is probably due to the
higher scatter fraction produced by the point source phantom
setup, which includes two large cylindrical phantoms.
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Figure 16 TOF effective sensitivity plotted vs net 18F
activity in the two cylindrical phantoms. The TOF effective
sensitivity is the product of NEMA NU 2 sensitivity and TOF
gain for a 20 cm object calculated using the TOF resolution
measured with the point source method. The data plotted
with open diamonds is from an analog PET system
(Surti, et al).
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Figure 17 Relative change in TOF resolution measured with
the line source method plotted vs net 18F activity in the two
cylindrical phantoms. The relative change is calculated as
the TOF resolution normalized to the low-count-rate value.
The data plotted with open diamonds is from an analog PET
system (Jakoby, et al).

Dead time
Vereos digital PET
Analog PET

3.0
Dead time correction factor

One of the important characteristics of the DPC detector
system is very low dead time. The DPC acquisition chain
has two orders of magnitude more acquisition channels
than analog PET systems,* resulting in lower throughput
per channel and low dead time. Figure 18 shows a
comparison of dead time measured on the Vereos system
and an analog PET system.* Dead time was measured
on both systems by monitoring the decay of an 18F-filled
water phantom (30 cm long, 20 cm diameter) for multiple
half-lives. The Vereos system demonstrates very good
dead-time performance with only an approximate
34% loss at the very high activity concentration of
70 kBq/mL. The count rates and dead time observed
at 70 kBq/mL with this phantom are similar to those
obtained when simulating one of the highest dose
procedures currently in use: cardiac imaging with 82Rb.
The SNMMI/ACNC/SCCT guideline for PET myocardial
perfusion imaging with 82Rb lists a standard tracer dose
of 1.5-2.2 GBq for systems such as Vereos.19 Measurements
made with 1.4 GBq 18F boluses based on 82Rb biodistribution
data from Senthamizhchelvan et al.20 produced peak dead
time correction factors similar to those shown in the
Vereos data in Figure 18.
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Figure 18 Comparison of dead time correction factors
measured on Vereos digital PET and analog PET
(Ingenuity TF).

* Ingenuity TF

Discussion
This paper has described the Vereos digital PET/CT
and presented a broad range of PET performance
measurements. The breadth of performance values is
necessary because no single parameter can fully describe
a system and its suitability for a particular application.
For example, sensitivity directly impacts the number of
counts collected. Decisions about how many counts to
acquire requires balancing the desired image quality,
acquisition duration and activity. But sensitivity is not
entirely a clinically relevant measurement. NEMA sensitivity
measurements are designed to be made in the absence
of random and scatter events, with no dead time and
minimal attenuation: it does not include the effect of the
most important corrections. Count loss measurements
cover rate-dependent effects like random events and dead

time, but do not reflect the improvements afforded by TOF,
which impacts image quality by improving convergence
and signal to noise. Spatial resolution impacts contrast
and quantitative accuracy, as do TOF and choice of
reconstruction parameters. This interplay among system
characterization data must be taken into account when
considering how a system supports any particular use.
Vereos has been designed to provide excellent NEMA NU 2
performance values, with exceptional TOF resolution,
and with the premium stability and uniformity. Combined,
this provides two-fold improvements over the GEMINI
TF PET/CT: in the TOF gain and reduced dead time; in
volumetric resolution, and the quantitative accuracy as
measured using the NCI CQIE criteria.
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